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TUBING CONNECTOR 

This invention relates to a tubing connector, and in 
particuiar to a connector for use in joining lengths of 
expandable tubing, 

WO-A-93\25800 (Shell Internationale Research), the 
disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference, 
describes a method of completing an uncased section of a 
borehole in an underground oil-bearing formation. An 
expandable liner provided with overlapping longitudinal 
slots is fixed at a predetermined position in the borehole. 
A tapered expansion mandrel is then moved through the liner 
and expands the liner to a diameter larger than the mandrel 
maximum diameter. Ideally, the liner is expanded to such 
an extent that it contacts the bore wall. 

In certain applications it is desirable to provide a 
relatively long section of borehole with slotted liner. 
This requires two or more lengths of slotted liner to be 
joined together at the surface, prior to running into the 
borehole. Conventionally, the lengths of liner are welded 
together, however this is a time-consuming and potentially 
dangerous operation, due to the elevated temperatures 
created by the welding process. The heat created by the 
welding operation may also affect the properties of the 
metal at the liner ends. Achieving consistent weld quality 
may aiso be difficult, particularly when the welding 
operation is to be carried out, for example, in exposed 
conditions   on   an   offshore   facility.      Further,   if any 
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problems are encountered while running the iiner into the 
borehole, and the liner string must be retrieved, it is „ot 

possible to disconnect the welded lengths of tubing and 
these must be cut apart, and the cut lengths may have to be 
scrapped. 

It is among the objectives of the embodiments of the 
present invention to provide a tubing connector which win 
obviate or mitigate at least some of these disadvantages. 

According to a first aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a tubing connector for joining the ends 
of two lengths of expandable tubing, the connector 
comprising two expandable tubular portions for mounting on 
the ends of the lengths of expandable tubing, each portion 
including a plurality of circuaferentially spaced couplings 
for engaging corresponding couplings on the other portion, 
the engaging parts of the couplings being located on parts 
of the tubular portions which are substantially undeformed 
following expansion of the tubular portions. 

For use with expandable tubing featuring overlapping 
longitudinal slots, the tubular portions may include 
corresponding overlapping longitudinal slots arranged such 
that the connected tubular portions exhibit a similar 
pattern of slots to the tubing, with the couplings located 
on the "nodes- between the ends of axially aligned slots. 

To provide the connection with the necessary strength 
it'will often be necessary for the thickness of material at 
the connected couplings, that is where the corresponding 
couplings overlap or meet, to be greater than that of the 
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remainder of the tubular portions and the expandable tubing 
itself, such that the couplings may be upset from the inner 
or outer tubing surface. 

Preferably,   the   couplings   may   be   disconnected, to 
allow disconnection of the tubing lengths, if desired. 

Preferably also, the cooperating or engaging parts of 
the coupling may define, for example, cooperating tongues 
and slots or pins and bores, the couplings may be threaded, 
and the couplings may define teeth or undercuts. The 
couplings will generally be provided in male and female 
form, that is one coupling is axially received within the 
other. The couplings may additionally be secured to one 
another by any suitable means or combination of means, 
including adhesive, radial screws or pins. 

The couplings of one embodiment are in male and female 
form and define corresponding threads, the outer female 
coupling including a dog which is biassed towards a 
position engaging the corresponding male coupling. 
Preferably, the dog is initially held in a retracted 
position and may be released, once the couplings are in the 
desired relative positions, to engage the male coupling, 
conveniently, the dog is in the form of a sprung pin. 

Preferably also, the longitudinal extent of each 
coupling is restricted to parts of the. tubular portions 
which are substantially undeformed following expansion of 
the tubular portions. In other embodiments the couplings 
may extend over parts of the tubular portions which are 
subject to deformation. 
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The connector may be provided in combination with 

lengths of expandable tubing. 

The tubular nembers may include radially extending 
handling shoulders, to facilitate handling of the 
respective tubing lengths. 

The tubular rubers may be integral with the 
respective tubing lengths, or nay be formed separately and 
welded or otherwise connected to the tubing length. In the 
former arrangement the ends of the tubing lengths are 
machined or otherwise shaped to form the tubular members, 
in the latter arrangement the tubular members nay be at 
least partially formed and then welded or otherwise fixed 
to the tubing lengths; in a preferred embodiment the 
longitudinal slots in the tubing lengths and the tubular 
portions are formed once the tubular portions have been 
welded to the respective tubing lengths. 

According to a further aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a tubing connector for joining the ends 
of two lengths of expandable tubing, the connector 
including expandable tubular portions for nounting on the 
lengths of expandable tubing and each expandable tubular 
portion having a coupling part for joining with a coupling 
part of another tubular portio . a first coupling part 
being of larger diameter to receive a second coupling part, 
whereby the expanded connector defines an upset where said 
first and second coupling parts overlap. 

The upset may be external or internal,  though it is 
generally   preferred   that   the   upset   is   external. An 

/ 
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external upset roay assist in anchoring expanded tubing in 
a bore by engaging the bore wall or engaging cement into 
which the connector expands. 

The thickness of material, typically »etal, present at ■ 
each   upset   will   generally  be   equivalent  to  twice the 
thickness of the tubing or the expandable tubular portions. 

According to a still further aspect of the present 
invention there is provided en expandable connector for 
joining the ends of two lengths of expandable tubing, the 
connector comprising first and second expandable tubular 
portions for mounting on the ends of the respective lengths 
of   expandable   tubing,    the   first   portion   including a 
plurality of circumferentially spaced dogs, each dog being 
biassed   towards  an  extended  position   for  engaging the 
second   portion,   the   dogs   initially   being   held   in a 
retracted position and being releasable to move to the 
extended position to engage the second portion once the 
portions have been brought together. 

According to another aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a connector comprising first and second 
threaded parts, the first part including a dog biassed 
towards the second part, wherein once the parts have been 
threaded toother the dog engages the second part to 
restrict relative rotation of the parts. 

Preferably, the do, is Initially held in a retracted 
position, to permit relative rotation of the parts, and is " 
releasable  to  engage the second part at an appropriate 
point,    conveniently, the do, is in the form of a sprung 
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pin The pin may ba located  ln . bore ln 

and be released £ron the exteri„r of ^ ^ ^ ^ 
-ample,   withdrawing a cup engaging 

rests on the outer surface of the first part. 

These and other aspects of the present invention will 

now he described, by way of example, with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a side vieu of tuo lengths ^ 

tubing which have been Joined usi„g . tubing con„ector ^ 
accordance   with   a   preferred   embodiment  of   the present 

invention; 

Figure 2 is a sectional view of the tubing of Figure 
i; 

Figures 3 through 9 are enlarged sectional views of 
parts of tubing connector, in accordance with various 
embodiments of the present invention; 

Figures 10 and 11 are enlarged views of the connector 
of Figure 9 of the drawings; and 

Figures 12 and 12 are sectional views of p„ts of , 
tubing connector in accordance with another aspect of the 
present invention. 

Reference is first made to Figures 1 and j oC th. 
drawings, which illustrate two lengths of expandable 
longitudinally slotted tubing 10, „ which have been 

together using a connector 12 i„ accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. The tubing 
lengths 10, ,1 are provided with overlapping longitudinal 
slots  14   (only  sone  o£  the  slots have  b>>B  shown ^ 
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drawing clarity), to allow the tubing to be expanded as 

described in WO-A-93V25800 (Shell Internationale Research). 
The connector 12 comprises two expandable tubular portions 
16, 17 which are slotted in a similar fashion to the 
lengths of tubing 10, n. The tubular portions i6, 17 are 
welded to the ends of the respective tubing lengths 10."if 
and the slots then cut such that the tubular portions 16, 
17 will expand in concert with the tubing lengths 10, u. 
Further tubular portions 16a, 17a are also shown mounted to 
the free ends of the tubing lengths lo, n. 

Each tubing length 10, 11 carries a number of handling 
shoulders 18, and corresponding shoulders 19 are provided 
on the tubular portions 16, 17. The shoulders 18, 19 are 
useful when handling and transporting the various parts, 
and may also be used when connecting the tubular portions 
16, 17, as will be described. 

Each tubular portion 16, 17 includes a plurality of 
circu*ferentially spaced couplings 20, 21 at the portion 
free end, for engaging a corresponding coupling on the 
other tubular portion 17, i6; the couplings 20, 21 are 
located at the -nodes" 22 between the ends of the slots 14 
in the tubular portions 16, 17, the metal at the nodes 22 
remaining substantially undeformed when the tubular 
portions 16, 17 are expanded. 

Reference is now made to Figure 3 of the drawings, 
which illustrates a pair of couplings 20, 21 in greater 
detail. it will noted that the coupling 20 defines a 
female portion 24 defining an internal screw thread and the 
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coupling 21 deflnes , correspondlng male portiQn ^ 
carrying an external ^ and ends Qf ^ 

25 are also undercut t„ n.n.n.se ^ poss.bii.ty o£ 

radxal separation.    I„ addition, two screws 26, 27 £ix th. 
portions 24, 2s together. 

It will be noted that the combined natai thickness of 
the joined couplings 20, 21 is greater ^ ^ ^ ^ 
adjacent tubular portions 16. „, sueh that ^ ^ ^ 

connection would not be suitable where it was oesire* to 
Provide expandable tubing with a smooth or flush outer 
surface. 

Reference is now Mde to Fxgure 4 of the drawings 
«hich illustrates threaded couplings 60. „ which „ay be 
torqued up. 

Figure 5 of the drawings illustrates couplings 64. 65 
-hich define a -stab i„» conncctor, that „ ^ 

65 are si»ply puBhed to,ether   an<, , ^ ^ ^ 

also provided for securing each pair of couplings 64, 65 
together. 

Figure S illustrates an arranges in which one 
coupling 70 derines a threaded tongue 72 which is received 
by a slot 74 defined by a shroud 7S fixed on thfl Qther 

coupling 71. rurther, , screw ,6 is provided to secure the 
couplings 70, 71 together. 

Figure 7 illustrates couplings so, 81 defining ratchet 
threads 82, 87 with a bacx angle, and including a securing 
screw 84. 

Figure 8 illustrates couplings 88. 89 without threads 
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and hela together by two screws 90, 91. 

Keference  is now Bade to , o£ ^ ^^^^ 
U^tr.ting couplings 1,0. U1 in accorda„ce ^ anQther 

e^enc or the i„vention.   r„ ^ ^ ^ 

U"derCUt       SU"aCeS "<< «-itio„any, the coupling 
"° iOClUdeS ' SprU"' M- —her details ot 

- Pin m is blassed radUUy lnuardiy ^ a ^ 

• threaded retainer in the for* of . grub screw M< vhich 

ecco^odetes the pin 136.     rhe pl„ ^ 
radian, inwardiy. but u lnitlaUy retained ^ a retracted 

Position (Pigure l„ by . sprin, cUp       ^ ^ 

CMP US is removed once the coupes m have „„„ 
»ade up. the heed or the pin Ui then exte„ding ^ _ 

corresponding recess 253 ln the end or the coUpling m, to 

Prevent relative rotation of the couplings 1J0, m 

Figures 22 and 22  illustrate couplings 160, „, 
-hich  the  couplings  derine  threads   1„.   1H   and ^ 
tongue, ends 1<4. 1S5 to e„gag. co„esponding ^ 

the other coupling to prevent separation o( the couplings 
"O.   1.1   on   expansion   of   the   connector.      LiKe the 
e-bodi»ent   illustrated   in   rigures   9.   20   and   la     tn. " 
coupling lS0 includes . spring utch        ^ pin ioek 

however.  in this eBhodiBent th. pi„ lf, has . 
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threaded head 170 and utilises a coil spring u2. 

All of the e„bodiments described above are intended to 
oe robust and to allow lengths of expandable tubi„g „ ^ 

»ade up guiOcly and securely on site.   The particular forn 
of  connection  utilised  will  depend upo„ ^ 
application. 

It will be clear to those of skin in the art that the 
above-described embodiments are raerelv ,XeBplary of tne 

present invention, and that various modifications and 
i-provoents -ay be nade thereto without departing fron the 
scope of the invention. 
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CLAIMS: 

1.      A tubing connector f„ jo.n.ng cnds ^ ien^ 

of exp.nd.ble tublng, the connectQr COBprising ^ 

expandable tubular portions for hunting on the ends of the 

lengths of expandable tubing, each poctie„ .^.^ & 

Plurality   of   deferentially   spaced   coupUngs ^ 

engaging corresponding couplings on the other portion the 
engaging parts of the ^ ^ ^ ^ 

the tubular portions which are substantially undeforned 
following expansion of the tubular portions. 

2• The connector of claln i, wherein the tubular portions 
include overlapping longitudinal slots defining nodes 
between the ends of axially aligned slots, the couplings 
being located on the nodes. 

3-     The connector of clain , „ , wherein the 

of naterial at the connected couplings is greater than that 
of the reminder of the tubular portions,  such that the 
couplings are upset from the tubing surface. 

<•     The connector of claln l.  2 or wherein 

couplings  are disconnectable.  to aUow disconnection of 
joined tubing lengths. 
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«-     The connector of any of clalBS , ^ ^ ^ 
-gaging parts of the coupUng ^ 
cores. 

7- The connector or any of the preceding clalros, wherei„ 
the couplings are threaded. 

3-     The connector of any of the prece(jlng ^ 
the couplings define teeth. 

C°nneCt0r °f "» of tne preceding claiBS ttherei„ 
the couplings define undercuts. 

10. The connector of any of the precedirlc,   . . 
' * Preceding claws wherein 

the coupling are in »ale and feaale 

11. The connector of any of the preceding clains wherei„ 
the couplings ere secured to one another by adhesive. 

»• The connector of any of the preceding claiss wnerein 

the couplings ere secured to one another hv radially 
extending fasteners- 
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13. The connector or any of the preceding Cairns, wherein 
the coupling,, are in male and female for™ and define 
corresponding threads, the outer female coupling including 

a do, which is biassed towards a position engaging the 
corresponding male coupling. 

14. The connector of claim 13, wherein the dog is 

initially held in a retracted position and is releasable, 
once the couplings are in the desired relative positions, 
to engage the male coupling. 

15. The connector of claim 13 or 14, wherein the do, is in 
the form of a sprung pin. 

1«. The connector of any o, the preceding claims, wherein 
the tubular portions include radially extendin, handlin, 
shoulders. 

17-   The  connector of  any of  the  preceding  claims, i„ 
combination with lengths of expandable tubin,. 

la. An expandable connector for joinin, the ends of two 
lengths of expandable tubing, the connector comprisin, 
first and second expandable tubular portions for nountin, 
on the ends of the respective length, of expandable tubing, 
the first putthm includin9 a pluraUty ^ - 

circumferential^ spaced dogs, each do, bein, biassed 
towards   an   extended   position   for   engaging   the second 
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Portion' the do's in^y -i- ^ in . retracted Position and being releasabu 
„eJH 

VG   to extended 

have been brought together. 

piA rnnector coBprisin9 wrst and ««— P«tS. the flm part inclu<Jing a ^ wassed 

z:par:wherein -the ~ - — 
T       ^  *»  —  ~ Part  to restrict 
relative rotation of the part*. 

20.    The   connector   of   ci*<n i« 
f  , in   19'    ^rein   the   dog is 

ry hew in •——. * p— r.i: 
-at,on of the parts,  and u ^ 

second part at an appropriate point. 

L T °f C"iB - - - I- the form of a sprung pin. 

»•   ™e connector or ciai. „. ^       ^ u 

- bore i„ the first Part and be reusable fro. the 
«.r or of the withdrawing a 

"     * tUbln' C°nneCt0r '« the ends of two len,tha of expandabie tubing,  the inoiuding 

uh Xar portions for anting on the iengths of enable 
tubing   and   each   expandabie   tubUlar   portlon   havi>„ , 
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coupling part for joining with a coupUng ^ ^ 
tu„ux,r portion,   .  fi„t  coupUn9 ^  bfling ^ 

<Wter to receive . sccond coupUng part    uherefcy ^ 

e^ndea sector defines an upset „here said £irst - 
second coupling parts overlap. 
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